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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let H, D: H ª H m H, S: H ª H, « : H ª k be a commutativek
Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field k. By an action of H on a
vector space V over k we mean a homomorphism of k-algebras D:
 .H ª End V. Such an action is called locally finite resp. semisimple if the
 .   . . .H-module V, D h ? ¨ s D h ¨ , h g H, ¨ g V is a union of finite
  . .dimensional submodules resp. if the H-module V, D is semisimple . We
say that the action D is locally nilpotent if for each ¨ g V there is an m
 q.m. . qsuch that D H ¨ s 0, where H s Ker « . For any action D: H ª
  . .  . 4End V, the space ¨ g V; D h ¨ s « h ¨ , h g H is called the space of
in¨ariants of D and it is denoted by V D. Given two actions D, D9:
H ª End V of H on V, the convolution product D) D9: H ª End V is
 .  .  .  .defined by D) D9 h s D h D9 h , where h m h s D h . One1. 2. 1. 2.
  .  .  .  .simply checks that if D and D9 commute that is, D h D9 t s D9 t D h
.for all h, t g H , then D) D9 is an action of H on V. Our first objective in
this paper is to prove the following.
 . THEOREM 2.6 Jordan]Chevalley decomposition for locally finite ac-
.tions of H on vector spaces . Let D: H ª End V be a locally finite action
of H on a ¨ector space V:
 .1 There exist unique locally finite actions D , D : H ª End V of H ons n
V satisfying the conditions: D s D ) D , D and D commute, D iss n s n s
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 .2 If an action L: H ª End V commutes with D, then L commutes
with D and D .s n
 .  . .3 If U ; W are subspaces of V such that D h W ; U for all
q  . .  . . qh g H , then D h W ; U and D h W ; U for all h g H .s n
The decomposition D s D ) D is called the Jordan]Che¨alley decom-s n
position of D.
w x  .  .  .If H s k X with D X s 1 m X q X m 1, S X s yX, « X s 0,
then a locally finite action of H on a vector space V is nothing else but a
locally finite endomorphism f of V, and the decomposition from the
 .theorem is the well known additive Jordan]Chevalley decomposition of
w y1 x  .  . y1  .f. When H s k X, X with D X s X m X, S X s X , « X s 1,
then a locally finite action of H on V is simply a locally finite automor-
phism g of V, and in this case the theorem says that there are unique
locally finite automorphisms g , g of V such that g s g g , g g s g g ,s n s u s u u s
g is diagonalizable, and g y Id is locally nilpotent. In other words,s u
g s g g is the well-known multiplicative Jordan]Chevalley decompositions u
of g. One may find another example in Section 2.
Now recall that an action of H on a k-algebra A is an action D:
< < < <H ª End A of H on the underlying vector space A of A such that
 . .  .  . .  . .  . .D h 1 s « h 1 and D h xy s D h x D h y for h g H,A A 1. 2.
 . x, y g A, where again h m h s D h this means that A, together1. 2.
w x.with D, is an H-module algebra; see 8 . Given such an action D, the
space of invariants AD is a subalgebra of A called the algebra of in¨ariants
w x  w y1 x.of D. If H s k X resp. H s k X, X are as above, then an action D
 .of H on an algebra A is a derivation d resp. an automorphism g of A
D  D   . 4.and A s Ker d resp. A s a g A; g a s a . We say that an action of
H on A is locally finite, locally nilpotent, semisimple if it is locally finite,
< <locally nilpotent, semisimple as an action of H on A , respectively.
The main result of this paper is the following.
< <THEOREM 3.1. If D: H ª End A is a locally finite action of H on a
k-algebra A and D s D ) D is the Jordan]Che¨alley decomposition of D ass n
< <.an action of H on A , then D is an action of H on the algebra A.s
Furthermore, if H is cocommutati¨ e, then D is also an action of H on A.n
We prove also the following.
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose that the Hopf algebra H is cocommutati¨ e and
that D is a locally finite, semisimple action of H on a commutati¨ e algebra A.
D  .Then the algebra of in¨ariants A is noetherian resp. finitely generated ,
 .pro¨ided A is noetherian resp. finitely generated .
As an application of above results and the classical Weitzenbock theo-È
rem one gets the following.
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COROLLARY 3.12. Suppose that g is a degree preser¨ ing automorphism of
w x g   . 4the k-algebra A s k X , . . . , X . Then A s a g A, g a s a is a finitely1 n
generated subalgebra of A.
Throughout the paper k will denote an algebraically closed field which
will serve as the ground field for all vector spaces, algebras, and Hopf
algebras under consideration. All tensor products are over k. By H we
 .denote a fixed commutative as a ring Hopf algebra with comultiplication
w xD: H ª H m H, antipode S: H ª H, and counity « : H ª k. As in 8 we
 .  .  .  .  .write D h s h m h , Id m D D h s D m Id D h s h m h m1. 2. 1. 2.
h and so on, for all h g H. One knows that D, S, « are homomorphisms3.
 .  .of algebras, «S s « , and given an h g H, h « h s h s « h h ,1. 2. 1. 2.
 .  .  .  . S h h s « h s h S h , and D Sh s Sh m Sh for basic1. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1.
w x.properties of Hopf algebras see 8 . An element h g H is called primiti¨ e
 .   .  . .when D h s 1 m h q h m 1 then necessarily S h s yh and « h s 0 .
The Hopf algebra H is said to be cocommutati¨ e if tD s D, where the
 .linear map t: H m H ª H m H is determined by t x m y s y m x. The
q  q. qideal Ker « will be denoted by H . Observe that S H ; H . One easily
checks that the set of all algebra homomorphisms a : H ª k with the
 . .  .  .convolution product ``)'' defined by a ) b h s a h b h is a1. 2.
 y1 .group with « as the neutral element and with a s aS . We denote this
 .  .group by G H* and we will use it in the sequel. Notice that G H* is
abelian, whenever the Hopf algebra H is cocommutative. For a vector
space V, « : H ª End V will stand for the trivial action of H on VV
 .  .defined by « h s « h Id, where Id: V ª V is the identity map. RecallV
that an endomorphism f : V ª V is called locally finite if V is a union of
finite dimensional f-invariant subspaces of V. Endomorphism f is said to
m .be locally nilpotent if for each ¨ g V there exists m with f ¨ s 0. Note
that each locally nilpotent endomorphism is locally finite. Also recall that
w x  .  .f is called semisimple if the k X -module V, ``?'' , X ? ¨ s f ¨ , is semisim-
 .ple. If f is locally finite, then clearly k being algebraically closed f is
semisimple if and only if f is diagonalizable. In what follows we need the
following known proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.1 Additive Jordan]Chevalley decomposition for locally
.finite endomorphisms of vector spaces . Let f be a locally finite endomor-
phism of a ¨ector space V:
 .1 There exist unique locally finite f , f g End V satisfying the condi-s n
tions: f s f q f , f is semisimple, f is locally nilpotent, and f , f com-s n s n s n
mute.
 .2 Endomorphisms f and f commute with any g g End V commut-s n
ing with f.
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 .  .  .3 If U ; W are subspaces in V and f W ; U, then f W ; U ands
 .f W ; U.n
 .The decomposition f s f q f is called the additi¨ e Jordan]Che¨alleys n
decomposition of f.
w xFor finite dimensional V the proposition is proved in 2, 4.2 . The proof
for arbitrary V is a simple application of the finite dimensional case.
COROLLARY 1.2. Let f be a locally finite endomorphism of a ¨ector
space V:
 .1 If g g End V is locally finite and fg s gf , then f q g and fg are
 .  .  .locally finite with f q g s f q g , f q g s f q g , fg s f g , ands s s n n n s s s
 .fg s f g q f g q f g . In particular, arbitrary finite sums and composi-n n n s n n s
tions of pairwise commuting, locally finite, and semisimple resp. locally
. nilpotent endomorphisms of V are locally finite and semisimple resp. locally
.nilpotent .
 .   . 4  2 For each a g k, ¨ g V, f ¨ s a ¨ s ¨ g V, ' f ys m
.m . 4a Id ¨ s 0 .
For finite dimensional V the corollary is known and easy to prove, using
w x.the above proposition and the definition of f ; see 2, 4.2 . The generals
case reduces easily to the finite dimensional case.
Finally recall that a higher derivation of an algebra A is a sequence of
 .linear maps d : A ª A, i G 0, such that d s Id and d xy si 0 m
 .  . d x d y for all m G 0 and x, y g A.iq jsm i j
2. JORDAN]CHEVALLEY DECOMPOSITION FOR
LOCALLY FINITE ACTIONS OF H ON VECTOR SPACES
Let V be a vector space. By an action of H on V we mean a
homomorphism of algebras D: H ª End V. Such an action is called
 .  . locally finite resp. locally nilpotent if the H-module V, D h ? ¨ s
 . . . D h ¨ , h g H, ¨ g V is a union of finite dimensional submodules resp.
 q.m . .if for each ¨ g V there exists an m such that D H ¨ s 0 . D is said
 .to be semisimple if the H-module V, D is a sum of simple submodules.
 .When D is locally finite, then it is semisimple if and only if V, D is a sum
of finite dimensional simple submodules. Equivalently k being alge-
.braically closed and H being commutative , a locally finite D is semisim-
 4ple if and only if D is diagonalizable, i.e., if there exists a basis e , j g Jj
 . .of V such that D h e g ke for all j g J. It is obvious that for eachj j
vector space V, the trivial action « : H ª End V is locally finite, locallyV
nilpotent, and semisimple.
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In general, both locally nilpotent and semisimple actions need not be
w xlocally finite. For example, if H s k X , X , . . . with all X 's primitive,1 2 i
q  q. 3  .then the natural action of H on V s H r H as a vector space is
locally nilpotent but it is not locally finite. If k is countable, then for the
 .same H there exists a surjective homomorphism of algebras g : H ª k T ,
 . w x where k T is the quotient field of the algebra of polynomials k T e.g., if
 4  .  .  .  .y1k s t , t , . . . , set g X s T y t when i s 2 j and g X s T y t1 2 i j i j
. when i s 2 j q 1 . Hence the natural action of H on HrKer g as a vector
.space is simple but it is not locally finite. One can easily show that if H is
finitely generated as an algebra, then both locally nilpotent and semisimple
actions are locally finite. Observe also that if H is of finite dimension as a
.vector space , then all actions of H on vector spaces are locally finite.
 .When an action D: H ª End V is locally finite, then clearly all D h
are locally finite endomorphisms of the vector space V.
LEMMA 2.1. Let D: H ª End V be a locally finite action of H on a ¨ector
 .space V. Then D is semisimple resp. locally nilpotent if and only if the linear
 .  . qmap D h : V ª V is semisimple resp. locally nilpotent for each h g H .
Proof. Implication « is obvious. To prove implication ¥ we may
 q.   .  .:assume that V is of finite dimension. Then D H s D h , . . . , D h1 r
  . . qs linear span of D h 's for some h g H , i s 1, . . . , r. Moreover, all i. i
 .D h 's commute, because H is a commutative algebra. Now suppose thati
 . qall D h , h g H , are semisimple. Then, as one knows, there exists a basis
 . .¨ , . . . , ¨ of V with D h ¨ g k¨ for all i, j. It follows that all k¨ 's are1 s i j j j
 .submodules of V, D , which makes it clear that D is semisimple. If all
 . q  .m iD h : V ª V, h g H , are locally nilpotent, then D h s 0 for somei
 q. q.m , i s 1, . . . , r, because V is finite dimensional. Hence D H s 0 fori
q s m q ??? qm y r q 1, which shows that the action D is locally nilpo-1 r
tent. The lemma is proved.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let D: H ª End V be a locally finite action which is
both semisimple and locally nilpotent. Then D s « .V
 . qProof. In view of the assumption, D h , h g H , are both diagonaliz-
able and locally nilpotent endomorphisms of the vector space V. It follows
 . q  .   . .   . .that D h s 0 for h g H , whence D h s D h y « h 1 q D « h 1H H
  . .  .s D « h 1 s « h Id, h g H, as was to be shown.H
DEFINITION 2.3. Given actions D, D9: H ª End V, we define the maps
Dy1 and D) D9: H ª End V as
Dy1 s DS,
D) D9 h s D h D9 h . .  .  .  . 1. 2.
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 .Remark. D) D9 is the convolution product of D and D9 in the
 .  w x.convolution algebra Hom H, End V see 8, pp. 69]72 . Since the alge-k
 .bra Hom H, End V is associative, operation ``)'' on actions is associa-k
tive.
 .  .  .We say that the actions D and D9 as above commute if D h D9 g s
 .  . D9 g D h for all h, g g H in general, it does not mean that D and D9
 ..commute in Hom H, End V . Note that the trivial action « : H ª End Vk V
commute with any other action T : H ª End V. The following lemma is a
simple consequence of the corresponding definitions and its proof is left to
the reader.
LEMMA 2.4. Let D, D9: H ª End V be commuting actions of H on a
¨ector space V:
 . y11 D is an action.
 .2 D) D9 is an action.
 . y1 y13 D) D s D ) D s « and D)« s « ) D s D.V V V
 .4 If H is cocommutati¨ e, then D) D9 s D9) D.
LEMMA 2.5. Let D, T : H ª End V be locally finite, commuting actions of
H on a ¨ector space V:
 . y11 The actions D and D)T are locally finite.
 .  . y12 If D and T are semisimple resp. locally nilpotent , then D and
 .D)T are also semisimple resp. locally nilpotent .
Proof. Local finiteness of Dy1 s DS is obvious. To prove local finite-
ness of D)T take a ¨ g V and choose ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V in such a way that1 r
 . .  :T H ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ . Since D is also locally finite, the vector space1 r
 . .  . .W s D H ¨ q ??? qD H ¨ is a finite dimensional submodule of the1 r
 .  . . .H-module V , D . Hence, for any h g H , D ) T h ¨ s
 .  . .  . . .D h T h ¨ g W, which implies that D)T H ¨ is of finite1. 2.
 .dimension. This proves 1 .
 .For 2 , first assume that D and T are semisimple and observe that, in
 . .  .  .view of Corollary 1.2.1, D)T h s D h T h is a semisimple en-1. 2.
domorphism of the vector space V for each h g H. From Lemma 2.1 it
follows that the action D)T is semisimple. The same Lemma 2.1 gives
semisimplicity of Dy1. If D and T are locally nilpotent, then similar
arguments show that Dy1 and D)T are locally nilpotent. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
THEOREM 2.6 Jordan]Chevalley decomposition for locally finite actions
.of H on vector spaces . Let D: H ª End V be a locally finite action of H on
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a ¨ector space V:
 .1 There exist unique locally finite actions D , D : H ª End V satisfy-s n
ing the conditions: D s D ) D , D and D commute, D is semisimple, ands n s n s
D is locally nilpotent.n
 .2 If an action T : H ª End V commutes with D, then T commutes
with D and D .s n
 .  . .3 If U ; W are subspaces of V such that D h W ; U for all
q  . .  . . qh g H , then D h W ; U and D h W ; U for all h g H .s n
The decomposition D s D ) D is called the Jordan]Che¨alley decom-s n
position of the action D. The actions D and D are called the semisimples n
component of D and the locally nilpotent component of D, respectively.
 .  .Proof. Let us define the map D : H ª End V by D h s D h fors s s
h g H. Then according to Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.1, D is as
locally finite action of H on V. Furthermore, from Lemma 2.1 it results
 .y1  .that D is semisimple. So, if we set D s D ) D, that is, D h ss n s n
 .  .D Sh D h , then Lemma 2.5 says that D is a locally finite action ofs 1. 2. n
 .H on V. We show that D is locally nilpotent. For a g G H* , letn
  . .  . 4V s ¨ g V; ; D h ¨ s a h ¨ . Then V s [ V , becausea hg H s aa g GH *.
the action D is diagonalizable. Further, as D and D commute, V is as s a
 .  .submodule of the H-module V, D for each a g G H* , which in turn
 .implies that V is a submodule of V, D . Therefore, in order to provea n
that D is locally nilpotent it suffices to verify that the action Da:n n
a  . .  . .H ª End V with D h ¨ s D h ¨ is locally nilpotent for every a ga n n
 .  .G H* . To this end fix an a g G H* and define the map S : H ª H bya
 .  .S h s a Sh h . Then one simply checks that S is a homomor-a 1. 2. a
 q. q qphism of algebras such that S H ; H . Moreover, for h g H anda
¨ g V we havea
Da h ¨ s D Sh D h ¨ s a Sh D h ¨ .  .  .  . .  .  .  . n s 1. 2. 1. 2.
s a Sh D h q D h ¨ . .  .  . 1. 2. 2.s n
s a Sh D h ¨ q a Sh D h ¨ .  . .  .  .  . 1. s 2. 1. 2. n
s a Sh a h ¨ q a Sh D h ¨ . .  .  .  . 1. 2. 1. 2. n
s a Sh h q a Sh D h ¨ . .  . . 1. 2. 1. 2. n
s D S h ¨ , .  . .a n
 .  .  .   . .because Sh h s « h s 0 and a Sh D h s D a Sh h1. 2. 1. 2. n 1. 2. n
  .. a  . a   ..s D S h , by Corollary 1.2.1. Hence D h s D S h , which, to-a n n a n
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gether with Lemma 2.1, yields that the action Da: H ª End V is locallyn a
nilpotent. Thus it has been proved that the action D is locally nilpotent.n
From Proposition 1.1.2 we know that D and D commute, and froms n
 .y 1 .Lemma 2.4.3 it follows that D ) D s D ) D ) D ss n s s
  .y1 .  .D ) D ) D s « ) D s D. Part 2 of the theorem is a consequences s V
 .of Proposition 1.1.2. For part 3 , assume that U ; W are subspaces of V
 . . q  . . qsuch that D h W ; U for all h g H . Then D h W ; U for h g H ,s
 . .  .by Proposition 1.1.3. Hence D h U ; U and D U ; U for all alls
h g H, because H s Hqq k1 . Using these inclusions we verify thatH
q  . .  q. q qgiven an h g H , D h W ; U. As D H ; H m H q H m H, onen
 . n qcan write D h s  t m h , where h , . . . , h , t , . . . , t g H for someis1 i i 1 r rq1 n
r, 1 F r F n. Now applying the commutativity of D with D , Propositions
1.1.3, and the above inclusions, we get
r n
D h W s D St D h W q D h D St W .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . n s i i i s i
is1 isrq1
r n
; D St U q D h U ; U q U s U. .  .  .  . s i i
is1 isrq1
 .It remains to establish the uniqueness assertion in 1 . Suppose that
X X  X .y1D s D ) D is another such a decomposition, so one has D ) D ss n s s
X  .y1  .D ) D . By part 2 , all actions in sight commute, so that from Lemman n
 X .y1  X  .y1 . 2.5 we derive that D ) D resp. D ) D is a semisimple resp.s s n n
.locally nilpotent action of H on V. But, in view of Corollary 2.2, « is theV
unique locally finite, semisimple, and locally nilpotent action of H on the
 X .y1 X  .y1vector space V. Consequently, « s D ) D s D ) D , whichV s s n n
means that D s DX and D s DX , by Lemma 2.4.3. The theorem iss s n n
proved.
COROLLARY 2.7. If H is cocommutati¨ e and T , F: H ª End V are
locally finite, commuting actions of H on V, then T ) F is a locally finite
 .  .action of H on V with T ) F s T ) F and T ) F s T ) F .s s s n n n
 .Proof. The corollary is a consequence of part 1 of the theorem,
Lemma 2.4.4, and Lemma 2.5.
Given an action T : H ª End W of H on a vector space W, the space
w g W , ; T h w s « h w 4 .  .  .hg H
is called the space of in¨ariants of T and it is denoted by W T. If T is
 .locally finite, then for each a g G H* we define the vector space
W s w g W ; ; T h w s a h w . 4 .  .  .a hg H s
Observe that W s W Ts.«
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COROLLARY 2.8. Let D: H ª End V be a locally finite action of H on a
¨ector space V. Then
 .1 V s [ V .aa g GH *.
 .    .  . .m . 42 V s ¨ g V, ; ' D h y a h Id ¨ s 0 for all a ga hg H m
 .G H* ,
 .3 if F: H ª End U is an arbitrary locally finite action of H on a
 .  .¨ector space U and p: V, D ª U, F is a homomorphism of H-modules,
 .  .then p: V, D ª U, F is also a homomorphism of H-modules. Moreo¨er,s s
 Ds. Fsif p is surjecti¨ e, then p V s U .
 .  .Proof. Part 1 is true, because the action D is diagonalizable. Part 2s
 .  .is a consequence of Corollary 1.2.2. For part 3 , part 2 implies that
 .  .  .  .  .p V ; U , a g G H* , whence, in virtue of 1 , pD h s F h p for anya a s s
 .  .h g H. This means that p: V, D ª U, F is a homomorphism of H-s s
Ds Fs  .modules. If p is surjective, then the fact that V s V , U s U , part 1 ,« «
 .  Ds.and the above inclusions p V ; U give together the equality p V sa a
Fs   .  ..U and even p V s U for all a g G H* .a a
COROLLARY 2.9. Let D: H ª End V be a locally finite action of H on a
D n  .¨ector space V. Then V is a submodule of the H-module V, D ands
D  D n.DXs X  D n.V s V , where D : H ª End V is the restriction of D . Moreo¨er,s s
the action DX is semisimple. Similarly, V Ds is a submodule of the H-modules
 . D  Ds.DXn X DsV, D and V s V , where D : H ª End V is the restriction of D .n n n
Moreo¨er, the action DX is locally nilpotent.n
 . D n. D nProof. For each h g H, D h V ; V , because D and D com-s s n
D  D n.DXs  .mute. The equality V s V is a consequence of part 3 of the
theorem applied to W s V D and U s 0. Semisimplicity of DX is obvious.s
The proof of the second part of the corollary is analogous.
w xEXAMPLE 2.10. If H s k X with X primitive, then each action of H
 .on a vector space V is of the form D f , where f g End V and
 .  ..  . D f .  .D f a X s a f . It is clear that V s Ker f and that D f is locally
 .finite resp. semisimple, locally nilpotent if and only if the endomorphism
 .f is locally finite resp. semisimple, locally nilpotent . For commuting
 .  .  .  .y1  .f , g g End V, D f ) D g s D f q g , D f s D yf , and the above
theorem amounts to Proposition 1.1.
w y1 x  .  . y1EXAMPLE 2.11. If H s k X, X with D X s X m X, S X s X ,
 .  .« X s 1, then every action of H on a vector space V is of the form G f ,
 .  y1 ..  y1 .where f g Aut V and G f a X, X s a f , f . It is obvious that
G f .   . 4  . V s ¨ g V, f ¨ s ¨ and that G f is locally finite resp. semisim-
.  .ple if and only if f is locally finite resp. semisimple . Moreover, the
 .action G f is locally nilpotent if and only if f is a unipotent automor-
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phism of V, that is, if f y Id is a locally nilpotent endomorphism of V.V
 .  .  .  .y1Given commuting f , g g Aut V, G f )G g s G fg and G f s
 y1 .G f . In this case the theorem says that a locally finite f g Aut V
possesses a unique decomposition f s f f , where f is a semisimples n s
automorphism of V, f is a unipotent automorphism of V, and f f s f f .n s n n s
In particular, if V s k n, then this is the well-known multiplicative Jordan
 w x.decomposition of f see 3 .
w x  .EXAMPLE 2.12. Let H s k X , X , . . . , X s 1, with D X so 1 o m
 .  . X m X , « X s d Kronecker delta for m G 0, and withiq jsm i j m m , o
 .  .S X 's uniquely determined by the equalities  S X X s 0, m ) 0.i iqjsm i j
 .Then every action of H on a vector space V is of the form D f , where f is
 .a sequence f of commuting endomorphisms of V with f s Id andm mG 0 o
 .  . .D f : H ª End V is determined by D f X s f , i G 0. It is clear thati i
Df.   . 4  .  . V s ¨ g V, f ¨ s 0, i ) 0 . If D h and D g commute i.e., ifi
.  .  .  .h g s g h for all i, j , then D h ) D g s D b , where b s  h g .i j j i m iqjsm i j
 .Theorem 2.6 states in this case that each locally finite action D f has a
 .  .  .  .unique decomposition D f s D b ) D g , where b ¨ g k¨ for a certaini j j
 .  .basis ¨ of V, i s 0, 1, . . . , all g 's are locally nilpotent, and D b , D gj i
commute.
w xRemark 2.13. Using 9, 9.1 , one can immediately prove that Theorem
2.6 holds, not only for algebraically closed fields, but also for all perfect
fields.
3. JORDAN]CHEVALLEY DECOMPOSITION FOR
LOCALLY FINITE ACTIONS OF H ON ALGEBRAS
Let us recall that an action of H on an algebra A is an action D: H
< < < <ª End A of H on the underlying vector space A of A such that
 . .  .  . .  . .  . .D h 1 s « h 1 and D h xy s D h x D h y for all h g HA A 1. 2.
 w x.and x, y g A i.e., A, together with D, is an H-module algebra; see 8 .
Observe that for H from Example 2.10 each action of H on A is of the
 .form D d , where d is a derivation of A. If H is as in Example 2.11, then
 .each action of H on A is of the form G g , where g is an automorphism
of the algebra A. When the Hopf algebra H comes from Example 2.12,
 .every action of H on A is of the form D d , where d is a higher derivation
of A. If D is an action of H on an algebra A, then one easily checks that
D   . .  . 4the vector space of invariants A s a g A; ; D h a s « h a is ahg H
subalgebra of A which is called the algebra if in¨ariants of D in particular,
.so it is for actions of H from Examples 2.10]2.12 . An action D of H on
 .an algebra A is called locally finite resp. semisimple, locally nilpotent if D,
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< < as an action of H on A , is locally finite resp. semisimple, locally
.nilpotent .
< <Now suppose that D: H ª End A is a locally finite action of H on an
algebra A, and let D s D ) D be the Jordan]Chevalley decompositions n
 < <.of D as a locally finite action of H on A . In this situation of importance
is the following.
Question. Are D and D also actions of H on the algebra A?s n
< <THEOREM 3.1. Let D: H ª End A be a locally finite action of H on an
algebra A and let D s D ) D be the Jordan]Che¨alley decomposition of D.s n
Then D is an action of H on the algebra A. Furthermore, if H is cocommuta-s
ti¨ e, then D is also an action of H on A.n
For the proof of this theorem we need several lemmas. In what follows
< <A will denote an algebra. If T : H ª End A is a fixed action of H on A
Ä  .and h g H, then h: A ª A will stand for the linear map T h .
LEMMA 3.2. If the Hopf algebra H is cocommutati¨ e and R, T : H ª
< < y1End A are commuting actions of H on the algebra A, then R and R)T
are actions of H on A.
Proof. From Lemma 2.4 we know that Ry1 and R)T are actions of H
< <  .on A . Since H is cocommutative, DS h s Sh m Sh for each h g H,1. 2.
y 1 . .  . .  . .whence given x, y g A, R h xy s R Sh xy s R Sh x1.
 . . y1 . . y1 . . y1 . .R Sh y s R h x R h y . Furthermore, R h 1 s2. 1. 2. A
 . .  . .  . y1R Sh 1 s « Sh 1 s « h 1 , because «S s « . This shows that R isA A A
an action of H on A. As for R)T , again making use of the cocommutativ-
ity of H we have
R)T h xy s R h T h xy .  .  .  . .  . 1. 2.
s R h T h x T h y .  . .  .  . . 1. 2. 3.
s R h T h x R h T h y .  . .  .  .  . 1. 3. 2. 4.
s R h T h x R h T h y .  . .  .  .  . 1. 2. 3. 4.
s R)T h x R)T h y . .  .  .  . .  . 1. 2.
 . . .  .  . .  .Moreover, R)T h 1 s R h T h 1 s « h 1 , because 1 gA 1. 2. A A A
AT l AR. Hence R)T is also an action of H on A, and the lemma is
proved.
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< <LEMMA 3.3. Let T : H ª End A be an action of H on A, and let for a
 .gi¨ en g g G H* ,
m
X ÄA s a g A; ; ' h y g h Id a s 0 . .  . . 5g hg H m
X X X  . XThen A A ; A for all a , b g G H* , and 1 g A .a b a ) b A «
 .  . nProof. Fix a , b g G H* , h g H with D h s  h m t , and x, y gis1 i i
A. First, by induction on m, we prove that for all m G 1,
mm m m.Äh y a ) b h Id xy s L ) .  .  .  . .  s /s
ss0
m.  . Äholds, where L s  a . . . a f ??? f x g . . . g t . . .s 1F i , . . . , i F n i i i i i i i1 m sq1 m 1 s sq1 m 1
mÄ .  .  .  .   .Ä Ät y and a s a h , f s h y a h Id, g s t y b t Id as usual si i i i i i i i i ss
Ä n Ä . .   . . . .   .m!r m y s !s! . Since T is an action, h y a ) b h Id xy s  h xis1 i
n Ä .  .  . . w  . .  .   .  . .xÄ Ä Ät y y a h b t xy s  h x y a x t y q a x t y y b t y si i i is1 i i i i i i i
n   .  .  .. 1. 1.  .Ä f x t y q a xg y s L q L . This proves formula ) foris1 i i i i o 1
Ä  .ms1. Suppose that it holds for some m G 1. Then h y a ) b
mq1 m m m m mÄ Ä . .  .   . . .   .  ..  . h Id xy s h y a ) b h Id  L s  h yss0 ss0s s s
 . . . m..a ) b h Id L .s
 .Furthermore, from formula ) for m s 1 and the fact that all f 's, g 's,i j
Äand t 's commute, one getsr
Ä m.h y a ) b h Id L .  .  . . s
Äs a . . . a h y a ) b h Id .  . . i isq 1 m
1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 m
Ä Ä= f . . . f x g . . . g t . . . t y .  . /i i i i i i1 s sq1 m 1 s
Ä Äs a . . . a f . . . f f x g . . . g t . . . t t y .  . i i i i j i i i i jsq 1 m 1 s sq1 m 1 s
1Fi , . . . , i , jFn1 m
Ä Äq a . . . a a f . . . f x g . . . g g t . . . t y .  . i i j i i i i j i isq 1 m 1 s sq1 m 1 s
1Fi , . . . , i , jFn1 m
Ä Äs a . . . a f . . . f x g . . . g t . . . t y .  . i i i i i i i isq 2 mq1 1 sq1 sq2 mq1 1 sq1
1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 mq1
Ä Äq a . . . a f . . . f x g . . . g t . . . t y . .  . i i i i i i i isq 1 mq1 1 s sq1 mq1 1 s
1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 mq1
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Hence,
mq 1Äh y a ) b h Id xy .  .  . .
m
ms a . . . a f . . . f x .  i i i i / sq 2 mq1 1 sq1s
ss0 1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 mq1
Ä Ä=g . . . g t . . . t y .i i i isq 2 mq1 1 sq1
m
mq a . . . a f . . . f x .  i i i i / sq 1 mq1 1 ss
ss0 1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 mq1
Ä Ä=g . . . g t . . . t y .i i i isq 1 mq1 1 s
mq1
m ms q a . . . a f . . . f x .  i i i i / rq 1 mq1 1 r / rr y 1
rs0 1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 mq1
Ä Ä=g . . . g t . . . t y .i i i irq 1 mq1 1 r
mq1
m q 1 mq1.s L . r /r
rs0
 .Thus formula ) is shown. Now, to prove the assertion of the lemma,
X X  .  .take x g A , y g A for some a , b g G H* and h g H with D h sa b
n q . q . h m t . Then there exists a q such that f x s 0 s g y , i sis1 i i i i
Ä  .  .Ä1, . . . , n, where, as above, f s h y a h Id and g s t y b t Id. Apply-i i i j j j
 .  .ing formula ) to m s 2 q y 1 n q 1 we obtain
mÄh y a ) b h Id xy .  .  . .
m
m Ä Äs a . . . a f . . . f x g . . . g t . . . t y .  .  i i i i i i i i / sq 1 m 1 s sq1 m 1 ss
ss0 1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 m
m
m Ä Äs a . . . a f . . . f x t . . . t .  i i i i i i / sq 1 m 1 s 1 ss
ss0 1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 m
=g . . . g y s 0, .i isq 1 m
q .because each product in this sum contains a factor of the form f x ori
q . X X X Xg y . Consequently, xy g A , which proves that A A ; A . Sincej a ) b a b a ) b
XÄ  .. .h y « h 1 s 0 for all h g H, 1 g A , as was to be shown.A A «
 .  .Remark. Formula ) is a generalization of formula ) from Lemma
w xB in 2, 4.2 .
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< <LEMMA 3.4. Let D: H ª End A be a locally finite action of H on the
 . algebra A and, as in Section 2, gi¨ en a g g G H* , let A s a g A: ;g hg H
 . .  . 4D h a s g h a . Then we ha¨es
 . X  .1 A s A for all g g G H* .g g
 .  .2 A s [ A and A A ; A for a , b g G H* .g a b a ) bg g GH *.
 . Ds Ds3 A s A and 1 g A .« A
 .  .Proof. Part 1 is a consequence of Lemma 2.8.2. Part 2 we derive
 .  .from Lemma 2.8.1, part 1 , and Lemma 3.3. As for part 3 , the equality
A s ADs is obvious, and the relation 1 g ADs is a consequence of the« A
XDsequality A s A s A and Lemma 3.3. The lemma follows.« «
Having the above lemmas we can prove the theorem.
 . .  . .Proof of Theorem 3.1. Observe that D h 1 s « h 1 , becauses A A
from Lemma 3.4.3 we know that 1 g ADs. If x g A , y g A for someA a b
 .a , b g G H* , then in view of Lemma 3.4.2, xy g A , whencea ) b
 . .   . .  . .  . .  . .D h xy s  a h x b h y s D h x D h y for all h gs 1. 2. s 1. s 2.
H. Since A s [A , again by Lemma 3.4.2 it follows that D is an actiong s
of H on the algebra A.
Now assume that H is cocommutative. Then, in virtue of Lemma 3.2,
 .y1  .y1D is an action of H on A. Moreover, D commutes with D.s s
 .y1Again making use of Lemma 3.2, we see that D s D ) D is an actionn s
of H on A. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.1 applied to the Hopf algebra H from Exam-
ple 2.10 states that for each locally finite derivation d: A ª A with the
 . additive Jordan]Chevalley decomposition d s d q d as a locally finites n
< <.endomorphism of A , d and d are derivations of A. In the case wheres n
w xthe field k is of characteristic 0, this has been proved in 10 . If H is
as in Example 2.11, then from Theorem 3.1 we derive that for each locally
finite automorphism g of the algebra A with the multiplicative Jordan]
Chevalley decomposition g s g g as a locally finite automorphism ofs n
< <.A , g , g are automorphisms of A. When H comes from Example 2.12,s n
 .Theorem 3.1 says that if d s d is a locally finite higher derivation of Ai
 .  .  .with commuting d 's and D d s D d ) D d is the Jordan]Chevalleyi s n
 .  < <.decomposition of D d as an action of H on A , then d , d are highers n
derivations of A.
From now on, it is assumed that all rings under consideration are
commutative. Below we shall need the following which are known and
.easy to prove .
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that B is a subring of a noetherian ring Q and that
 .there exists a B-linear map R: Q ª B such that R b s b for all b g B. Then
B is a noetherian ring, too.
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< <THEOREM 3.7. If the algebra A is noetherian and D: H ª End A is a
locally finite, semisimple action of H on A, then AD is a noetherian algebra.
Proof. From Lemma 3.4 we know that A s [ A , and A Ag a bg g GH *.
 .   . .  . 4; A for a , b g G H* , where A s a g A; ; D h a s g h a .a ) b g hg H
Moreover, AD s A . Let A9 s [ A . Hence, A s AD [ A9 and« gg / «
ADA9 ; A9. This means that if we define R: A ª AD to be the natural
D  . Dprojection, then R is an A -linear map with R a s a for all a g A . The
theorem now follows from Lemma 3.6.
 .COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose that the group G H* is abelian and that the
algebra A is finitely generated. Then for any locally finite and semisimple
< < Daction D: H ª End A of H on A, the algebra of in¨ariants A is also finitely
generated.
Proof. Since A s [ A , there are a , . . . , a in A such thatg 1 ng g GH *.
w x  .A s k a , . . . , a and a g A for some g g G H* , i s 1, . . . , n. Let1 n i g iiw xP s k X , . . . , X and let D9 be the action of H on P uniquely deter-1 n
 . .  . mined by the condition D9 h X s g h X , i s 1, . . . , n such an actioni i i
 . .exists, because the group G H* is abelian . Then D9 is clearly semisimple
 .and preserves the natural grading given by degree in P. Furthermore, if
 .p: P ª A is the homomorphism of algebras defined by p X s a , i si i
1, . . . , n, then p is a surjective homomorphism of the corresponding
D  D 9.H-modules. Now from Corollary 2.8.3 one gets that A s p P . There-
fore, it remains to prove that the algebra P D 9 is finitely generated.
According to the above theorem, P D 9 is a noetherian algebra. On the
other hand, P D 9 is a graded subalgebra of P. The conclusion is that P D 9 is
finitely generated, as was to be shown.
w xFor H s k X , X-primitive, and k s C, the corollary is contained in
w x10 .
< <If D: H ª End A is an arbitrary action of H on A, then a simple
  .m . 4 Xqcalculation shows that A s a g A: ; ' D h a s 0 s A is ao hg H m «
subalgebra of A. Moreover, if D is locally finite, then A s AX s A so « «
ADs, by Corollary 3.4. Consequently, Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 yield
the following.
COROLLARY 3.9. Let A be noetherian and let D be a locally finite action
of H on the algebra A. Then A s ADs is a noetherian algebra. Furthermore,o
 .if the group G H* is abelian, then A is finitely generated, whene¨er Ao
is also.
Another consequence of Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 is the following.
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose that H is cocommutati¨ e and D is a locally finite
action of H on the algebra A. Then AD n is a subalgebra in A and the algebra
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D  . D n A is a noetherian resp. finitely generated , pro¨ided A is noetherian resp.
.finitely generated .
Proof. By the second part of Theorem 3.1, D is an action of H on then
algebra A. Hence AD n is a subalgebra in A. In view of Corollary 2.9 and
D  D n.DXs Xthe first part of Theorem 3.1, A s A , where D is a locally finite,s
semisimple action of H on the algebra AD n. The theorem now follows
from Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8.
In the corollaries below A denotes the algebra of polynomials
w x  .k X , . . . , X for some n G 0 , and M denotes the set of all n = n1 n n
 . tmatrices over k. If t s t g M , then d : A ª A will denote the deriva-ji n
t . jsn  .tion of A determined by d X s  t X , i s 1, . . . , n. When t s ti js1 ji j ji
 .  . tg GL n, k s invertible matrices in M , then g : A ª A will denote then
t . jsnautomorphism of A determined by g X s  t X , i s 1, . . . , n.i js1 ji j
w x tCOROLLARY 3.11 4 . For each matrix t g M and d s d , the algebra ofn
constants Ad s Ker d is finitely generated.
Proof. When char k s p ) 0, then the corollary is obvious. So, let
char k s 0 and let t s t q t , t , t g M , be the Jordan]Chevalley de-s n s n n
n  .composition of t as an endomorphism of V s k in the standard basis .
Then one easily shows that d s dt s dts q dtn is the Jordan]Chevalley
< < < <  .  ts.  tn.decomposition of d: A ª A , which means that D d s D d ) D d
 . < <is the Jordan]Chevalley decomposition of the action D d : H ª End A ,
where H is the Hopf algebra from Example 2.10. In view of the above
theorem and the equality ADd. s Ad, it follows that for the proof of the
tn corollary we can assume that d s d or, equivalently, that the matrix t is
.  m . . mnilpotent . But in this case, ¨ ? a s  d a rm! ¨ , ¨ g k, a g A, is aiG 0
linear algebraic action of the algebraic group kq on A such that Ad s
kq  q4A s a g A, ¨ ? a s a, ¨ g k . The conclusion now follows, using the
w xclassical Witzenbock theorem 4, 6 .È
 . tCOROLLARY 3.12. For each matrix t g GL n, k and g s g : A ª A,
g   . 4the algebra A s a g A, g a s a is finitely generated.
Proof. Proceeding similarly as above with H from Example 2.10
.replaced by H from Example 2.11 , one can assume that the matrix t is
p m  .unipotent. If char k s p ) 0, then t s I s identity matrix for some m,
p m t 9t 0 t 9 t 0  . Iwhence g s Id, because g s g g for t9, t0 g GL n, k and g s Id.
This means that cyclic subgroup G of Aut A generated by g is finite.
g G   . 4Moreover, it is clear that A s A s a g A; g a s a, g g G . Using,i i
w x gfor example, 7, Proposition 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.4.9 , it follows that A is
finitely generated.
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Now suppose that char k s 0, and define the map d: A ª A by formula
js` . j d s log g s y g y Id rj as g y Id is locally nilpotent, d is welljs1
.  w x.defined . It is not difficult to prove see, e.g., the proof of Theorem 4 in 5
that d is a derivation of A, and that Ag s Ker d. Moreover, d s dt 9 for
 .  .some nilpotent matrix t9 g GL n, k . Making use of Corollary 3.11, we
again conclude that Ag s Ker d is a finitely generated algebra. This
completes the proof of the corollary.
w xRemark 3.13. Applying 1, Theorem 1.5 instead of Proposition 1.1, one
can prove counterparts of Theorems 2.6, 3.1, and 3.7 for actions of H on
 .profinite s locally compact vector spaces and for corresponding actions
of H on profinite algebras.
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